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AROMATHERAPY BLENDING and MIXING
Everyone wants to use those precious essential oils but you’re not sure how to use them in the products you want
to scent. Or maybe you aren’t sure how they should be mixed for the ailment or condition you need them to be
used for.
In this article we will try to help take the mystery out of a fun and exciting adventure.
Some of the questions we are asked very often include the following and we will try to give you the basics.
•

How do you Blend essential oils?

•

What equipment do you need?

•

How do I store them once they are blended?

•

How long will they last or when do I need to use them up?

•

How do I clean everything before and afterwards?

First you have to decide what you will be blending. What is it that you are creating a blend for?
Then you will need to get prepared.
GATHER YOUR SUPPLIES
Before you can begin you will need to gather your essential oils, bottles, carrier oil, lotions etc.
Check your Recipe to make sure you have the essential oils or other ingredients needed to make it so you don’t
have to make unnecessary substitutions or be delayed in your blending.
If you don’t have a recipe you can find many wonderful recipes on our site or of course we do have our own
Aromatherapy Recipes Using Pure Essential oils Volume 1 Recipe book that is very helpful with a lot of great
information on blending and over 250 recipes.
A good selection of the following items will make your blending experience more enjoyable. Buying equipment and
supplies you use just for your aromatherapy blending and storing them together makes it much easier for you to
have fun and be creative.
Equipment:
• Small bottles for storing your blends such as:
2ml, 4ml and 10 ml sizes with caps and orifice reducers
• Glass bottles in 1 and 2 ounce sizes.
• Several PET plastic bottles in 2, 4 or 8 ounce sizes.
• Caps for the plastic bottles—disc top and spray top
• Disposable pipettes or small glass dropper
• Beakers and Stirring Rods
• Glass Liquid Measuring cups (the kind with pouring spouts.)
• Stainless steel Measuring spoons and stirring spoons
• Wire Whip or French Whisks
• Larger Stainless Steel or Glass Mixing bowls (do not use plastic or aluminum)
• Rinsing bottle or Spray bottle filled with Alcohol (cheap unflavored Vodka)
• Paper towels cut into quarters sheets (helpful when wiping up little messes).
• Electric hand mixer (may be helpful if mixing larger batches of lotions)
• Wax paper or freezer paper to cover your counter or table tops: Makes cleanup much quicker and
protects your furniture finishes from being damaged should any undiluted essential oils spill on them.
• Safety Glasses are strongly suggested if do not wear glasses or if you use contact lenses. You do not
want essential oils to accidently splash into your eyes.
• Disposable gloves – handy when blending bath salts.
• Recipe cards or a Journal to write your ‘creations’ and notes as needed. (Take it from me – don’t expect to
remember what you did or how you did it. Time flies and memories – well you just forget).
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Materials to be Blended
• Essential oils
• Carrier oils
• Emulsifiers
• Distilled Water
• Alcohol
• Shampoo
• Lotions
• Salts for making bath salt blends
• Miscellaneous – depending on the recipe
MEASURING
When blending your essential oils remember to measure carefully. Most of the time you will be measuring drops of
essential oils.
Almost all recipes are given by numbers of drops that are added. Many recipes are proportional - meaning that if a
recipe calls for 5 drops of this oil, 3 drops of that oil, you can always mix 5 ml of this oil and 3 ml of that oil.
If you are trying to mix your essential oils with a water based product or in water you may need to first mix it with an
Emulsifier.
An emulsifier is anything that will allow you to mix oil and water. Common products are coconut emulsifier,
perfumers alcohol, Polysorbate 20, 60 or 80, Turkey Red Sulfated Castor oil to name a few.
This will help the essential oils to blend with your water based products.
Emulsifiers are not needed when you are mixing essential oils with oil based products like when you are making
massage oil. When mixing essential oils with carrier oils for use in overall or general body massage you should
never make a stronger blend than 2-3%.
How to figure out how much is in a 2% or 3% solution?
First think of things in drops. If you have 100 drops of something you would have a 2 percent solution if 2 drops
were an essential oil and 98 drops were a carrier oil. Or another way to measure it would be 2 ml of essential oil
and 98 ml of the carrier oil.
Looking at the first example. 2 drops of Essential oil - that is easy. But the 98 drops of carrier oil that is not so easy,
but you can do a little more math and convert the drops into teaspoons. Since there are about 20 drops per ml and
5 ml per teaspoon you can easily figure it out. 98 divided by 20 is approximated 5. So you have 5 ml or 1 teaspoon
(or 98-100 drops of carrier oil).
A 2% solution would be 2 drops essential oil per teaspoon of carrier oil. 3% would be 3 drops per teaspoon.
Some essential oils work better when mixed with different carrier oils. So if you see your essential oils not mixing
with particular carrier oil, you will have to experiment with another carrier oil.
For more details in measuring for specific percentages including easy to use percentage tables visit this page on
Measuring, Percentages and How much http://birchhillhappenings.com/aromatip/1062011measuring.htm
Some essential oils and absolutes will become 'saturated' into a carrier oil. When this occurs you can not get any
more essential oil or absolute to mix in with the carrier oil.
You will see it initially being in solution, but if you let it set for a day or two, you will either see the absolute sitting on
the bottom, or the essential oil sitting on the top of your carrier oil.
Actually, this can happen with any unscented base product when used especially those that are considered a water
based product. Shampoos, conditioners, and lotions are all prone to having the essential oil separate out. (Did you
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remember to use an emulsifier for your shampoo or bottle of water in your spray mister?)
Simply shake, or stir your bottle of product to mix the essential oils back into the product before using. Actually,
shaking your blends a little before using is a good thing to do so as to redistribute your essential oils in the product.
Blending just Essential oils together is very easy to do and there really is no right or wrong way to blend them. Of
course if you are following a recipe it is very very easy to do. Just follow the recipe.
If you become ‘adventuresome’ you need to be aware of the fact there are a few essential oils when blended
together that will not mix or they actually will cause a chemical reaction and become a solid chunk of 'goo' in the
bottom of your bowl, bottle or jar. Fortunately, this is rare. Unfortunately the glass bottle, bowl or jar will be ruined.
Do not let anything stop you from being creative. Essential oils are oils composed of several different chemical
constituents. When mixed together you will sometimes see them get cloudy, then add another essential oil and the
mixture will become clear. Sometimes the blend will cause sediment to form.
These are normal reactions when you mix certain essential oils together. Even though you are not a chemist you
will eventually observe these reactions when blending different oils or when making up our blends.
Next: Storing your custom blends
Your creations made using carrier oil or base product such as shampoo can be stored in PET plastic or HDPE
plastic. Glass can be used too, but I do caution you that if you use it in the shower or should it fall out of a wet hand
it could put broken glass where you don’t want it.
On the other hand your blends of PURE undiluted essential oils should be stored in glass bottles only.
Be sure to put labels on everything you make and especially those products with the essential oils you used.
How long will they last or when do I need to use them up?
We do suggest that you only mix as much as you will use in 4-6 months. You always want to try to use the freshest
blends and essential oils. If you are blending essential oils with just plain distilled water for a room or linen spray
you need to keep this refrigerated and use within 2 weeks. Because there is no preservative present you risk the
possibility that mold or other contaminates could grow.
When mixing massage or bath blends we suggest you mix the essential oils together first before you add the carrier
oil. Then let the mixture "age" or blend for several days before using. You will be surprised at how much the scent
can change after a few days.
Remember also that pure essential oils will disintegrate rubber and certain types of plastic materials. Never leave
your bottles stopped with rubber bulb capped droppers. In just a few days the rubber will be a terrible blob of black
goo!
To blend essential oils with carrier oils you can mix them in PET plastic bottles or Glass bottles. PET and HDPE
plastic bottles will not deteriorate when used with essentials oils, other types of plastic bottles may.
Storing Essential oils or Synergy blends.
Store your pure essential oil creations in glass bottles. Keep them away from heat. Ideally keep them in the
refrigerator.
The color of the glass doesn’t matter as long as it has a tight cap and is kept away from heat. Light in itself will not
deteriorate essential oils but the heat that is created especially by sunlight can increase the rate of oxidation of the
essential oils and deteriorate them very quick.
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Remember heat and oxygen will ruin your essential oils and blends. Do not leave the caps off your bottles – even
while blending – keep them shut tight except when using them to add to your blend.
CLEANING YOUR GLASSWARE
After a busy day of blending the clean up will begin. If you wish to reuse your essential oil bottles you will need to
clean them thoroughly.
Use the hottest water available and some soap or detergent. Let them soak for a few minutes. Use a small bottle or
baby nipple cleaning brush to clean the insides, especially if you need to remove sediment. In tiny bottles you can
use a Q-tip or tooth pick to remove stubborn remnants.
Rinse with more hot water, and turn upside down to drain on clean paper towels.
You are not done yet though, as you still could have a little bit of essential oil residue left inside your bottles or
droppers.
The last thing to do is to rinse everything with alcohol. We don’t recommend rubbing or denatured alcohol as they
have too much water content and other impurities in them. You can use a high “proof” cheap vodka. It is virtually
odorless and has no impurities.
The alcohol dissolves and helps remove any residual essential or carrier oils that might be in your bottles and
droppers.
Using alcohol as the final rinse will help your glassware to dry quickly, enabling you to be able to store them away
for your next blending session.
Do not try to clean anything that is made of plastic as essential oils quickly permeate this and make it nearly
impossible to remove scents.
A word of warning: Do not put any beaker or glassware, or stainless steel bowl that has essential oils in them in
your dishwasher. The small amount of essential oils could potentially damage your dishwasher. Wash all your
supplies in a sink with hot soapy water. Rinse and dry. Sorry but you don’t want to ruin your dishwasher.
Here is an example for you, of how to blend, using a recipe from the book “Aromatherapy Recipes Using Pure
Essential oils Volume 1” by Penny Keay

For Your Sprayer
(A Light Wonderful Air Freshener)

Lavender 15 drops
Orange 10 drops
Lemon 10 drops
Grapefruit 10 drops
Lime 6 drops
Nutmeg 3 drops
Distilled Water 2 ounces
Emulsifier 4-5 ml
Blend all the oils in a spray bottle, add the emulsifier and then the distilled water. Shake well and spray. This is an excellent air
freshener for pet odors.
We personally use this blend in our home. It really is great when mildew develops from high humidity days.
To Begin: you have gathered all your supplies and they are sitting on your freezer paper or wax paper covered
counter or table.
There are two ways to approach the blending of this Room Spray. First is the way you will most likely use but I’ll
give the alternative method too afterwards. Be sure you clean all mixing equipment with a spray of alcohol and let
air dry prior to proceeding.
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You will need a PET bottle or an HDPE bottle with sprayers. Remove the sprayer. In the empty bottle you will add
the emulsifier first. Using a Measuring spoon pour emulsifier in the teaspoon (remember 5 mL is 1 teaspoonful).
Then add this to your Spray bottle.
Next you will count out your essential oil drops as you add them to the spray bottle. If you have a 10 mL bottle or
larger size that has an orifice reducer , the essential oils will drop out one at a time and you can count them.
IF you have only sample, 2mL or 4mL size bottles or larger bottles without the orifice reducers, you will need to use
a pipette and draw out a few milliliters and then count from the pipette. Make sure you use a clean and different
pipette for each essential oil as you don’t want to contaminate your essential oils with other essential oils.
Once you have added each of the essential oils to the spray bottle with the emulsifier in it you will ‘swirl’ the bottle
around until you have it well blended. Let it sit for a few minutes to make sure the emulsifier and the essential oils
have mixed together. If the essential oils separate out you will need to add more emulsifier. Add several drops and
swirl around again. Repeat as needed.
Now that the essential oils and emulsifier are well blended then you can add your distilled water. Add the water
and swirl around again and then put on the Sprayer top. Shake the blend well and Spritz around the room!
Shake well before each use. Because this is a water based product with no preservative you should keep it
refrigerated and use within one month.
Alternate method:
Using a glass measuring cup or a glass beaker that will hold 2 ounces or more – such as 100mL beaker, add your
emulsifier to the beaker, then add your essential oils as per the recipe: Using a stirring rod or stainless steel spoon,
stir until well blended. Again, let it sit for a few minutes to make sure the emulsifier and essential oils are in the
correct proportions. Add more emulsifier if needed. Once well blended then slowly add your distilled water to the
emulsifier essential oil blend. And stir well.
Then pour into you spray bottle. And as before shake well before each use.
NOTE: you CANNOT add more emulsifier to the bottle of spray once you have added water. The essential oils will
not be able to be ‘emulsified’ once they have been added to the water if they weren’t already blended well with the
emulsifier. Do not despair you can still use the Spray blend but realize you will have to shake it well before each
use.
Alternate Base Products and uses:
Although the recipe calls for the use of Distilled water you can always substitute our Room Spray Base. This base
has preservative in it so you can blend larger amounts and won’t need to keep them refrigerated.
Often times there are substitutions or simple omissions that can be made to any recipe and it will still provide much
of the same final intended outcome. Deviate too much and you may have a wonderful newly created recipe that
works even better.
And for use in a diffuser – any recipe can just be a blend of essential oils that you blend together in a glass bottle
and add to your fan diffuser or oil and tart warmer. If you like the smell of the blended essential oils you don’t have
to add them to your shampoo or room sprays. Just add them to your diffuser.
Likewise if you have a blend that is usually just for diffusing, often times you can add it to a bottle of lotion, jar of
cream or shower gel. Just remember to follow the guidelines as found in on the measuring and percentages article.
A Few Questions we have received about blending:
Do I need a Preservative?
That depends if there are water based components. If there are only oil based components then no preservative is
needed and the shelf life is as long as the shortest shelf life ingredient in the blend. Water based products have a
shelf life without a preservative of only about 2 weeks if kept at room temperature.
The bad news is that there are no really true natural preservatives. Vitamin E and Wheat Germ oil are NOT
preservatives. Contrary they will go rancid very fast when stored at room temperature, in fact faster than some other
carrier oils. So don’t rely on them as a preservative.
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When you blend just essential oils together you do not need a preservative. You just need to keep the bottles tightly
capped and away from heat sources.
When making recipes, do I need to have separate blender, coffee grinder, stainless steel pans, glass bowls
etc than I use for my everyday?
You can just use your everyday equipment BUT before using for blending or making your lotions, creams etc. you
should spray them with Vodka or other non flavored alcohol, let them dry naturally or use clean paper towels to
wipe them dry.
Of course for us here we have our own set of beakers, bowls spoons, etc that we use just for blending but even
though we run them through the dishwasher, we spray them with alcohol, dry them before we start measuring and
blending.
My Recipe Flopped – now what to I do?
It really is rare that you can’t use a mixture of your creations. The most common problem is that sometimes you
have tried to add to much essential oils to your personal care product. The only solution here is to keep adding
more of your base product until you dilute it down to acceptable scenting levels.
What do you do if it was just essential oils and you don’t like the smell?
Here you could add more of an essential oil you like to make it smell more pleasant or you can always use it to
scent the garbage bin! Sorry but some recipes don’t smell pleasant but the essential oils in them can still be very
beneficial. Hopefully you have written down your recipes so you won’t blend the same unpleasant scent again.
Does it matter what order I blend my essential oils when I’m adding them to my bottles?
This will not matter. We have been blending for more than 15 years and it doesn’t make a blend smell different if
you add the first essential oil at the end of your blending.
The ONLY time blending really matters is when you are using an emulsifier. You have to use emulsifier with
essential oils FIRST then add to the water base. If you add the emulsifier to the water base and then add your
essential oils to that I guarantee the essential oils will float on top!
For “Aromatherapy Recipes Using Pure Essential oils Volume 1” by Penny Keay Visit our Recipebook page
For Recipes check our “From the Aromatherapy Recipes Files” Index. It has hundreds of recipes for many
ailments, conditions and just for diffusing http://birchhillhappenings.com/recipes/recipes.htm
For Blending supplies visit our Bottles and Glassware page.
For your Essential oils and Synergy Blends Visit these pages starting at
http://birchhillhappenings.com/aroma2.htm
This should help you get started in learning the basics of blending. Give yourself time. Have fun!
If you have questions remember we are just an e-mail away!
Happy Blending!
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BIRCH HILL HAPPENINGS NEWS
Hello Everyone,
Spring has finally arrived here in Minnesota. The frogs are singing, the Canadian Geese are nesting, our Rose
Breasted Grosbeaks and our Eastern Blue Birds and Ruby Throated Hummingbirds have arrived. Al saw the first
Hummingbird yesterday!
And one more thing to share, I have lived on this parcel of land for over 55 years and never before have I ever
seen the wonderful delight – a flock of WILD TURKEYS! Wow! They were ‘strutting’ their stuff. The male turkeys
were displaying and ‘gobbling’ for over 20 minutes. It was sure a surprise. I know if my folks were still alive
they too would have been amazed. I believe they have migrated up here from areas south of us where the
population has invaded their normal breeding areas.
Now onto important news!
VACATION: First I need to let you know it is time for Al and I to take our Annual Week of Vacation. We are
letting you know that our office will be closed from May 20th until May 31st. We are on staying at a cute resort
on a Great Fishing lake for the week. Don’t forget that May 30th is Memorial Day so we won’t be back in the
office until May 31st.
Please anticipate your aromatherapy and Essential oil needs and place your order soon or early next week so you
won’t run out while we are gone. If possible place your orders by Midnight Wednesday May 18th.
You will be able to place orders while we are gone from May 20-31st BUT they won’t be processed or shipped out
until we get back. We will process and ship them out in the order they were received during the time we are
gone. So even if you don’t get your supplies ordered before we leave, realize that orders placed on May 20th will
be shipped before those placed on May 21, 22, etc.
What’s New for products? The new Unscented product bases: “Our Favorite Shampoo”, Bubble Bath and All
Purpose Liquid Glycerine Soaps have arrived.
As many of you may know our 'up to now' unscented Shampoo comes from Australia. But with the increased cost
of shipping and time in transit from Australia being what they are, we have been searching for a Manufacturer
closer to home in the USA.
We have found a plain and simple (just 3 ingredients) Unscented Shampoo and been testing "OUR FAVORITE"
Shampoo for the past several months. And well, it IS "Our Favorite Shampoo". Plenty of Lather and it Cleans your
hair wonderfully!
If we are unable to continue to obtain the Australian product at reasonable prices or should we run out of stock
we want you to know there is an Alternative you can use.
“Our Favorite Shampoo” is much less expensive and as we have stated above it is our Favorite.
Other products we get from Australia include a Sulfate Free Shampoo, Hand Soap, Dish Soap, Shower Gel and
Conditioner. We already have the following available as replacements for them.
Try our All Purpose Liquid Glycerine Soap for the Hand, Dish or Shower Gel. It is mild and gentle and also
wonderful. As for the Conditioner – try our Silky Conditioner. And for the Sulfate Free shampoo – try the Simply
Gentle Shampoo.
We hope to continue to have available the products from Australia but the cost may become too high to enable
you or us to be able to afford it. That is why we are seeking alternatives now.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING OIL & TART Warmer Lamps - We have several new Oil and Tart warmers that are also
functional Lighting appliances. These beautiful Lamps are part of our Ambience Collections. Please you will
need to check out the offerings but realize the actual lamps are much more beautiful than photos can show.
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We have new PURPLE bottles. This color is a very popular color for folks making their own products to give (or
sell) to family and friends. We love the new color too and are using it for our new products – Our Favorite
Shampoo and Bubble Bath.
Also new is a synergy blend – “Keep It Movin’!” TM . This blend was replicated for a good customer that used to
use a blend called ‘Agility’. She asked if we could replicate it. It is made to help warm up muscles and joints prior
to exercise and also for use after to keep you limber.
We have new Ceramic Tealight diffusers, 8 New Terra Cotta Discs Designs, MCT Massage Oil (a favorite among
Massage Therapists). And recently we have had requests to make Roll-ons using our essential oils. Just Ask if
you would like to see a ‘new’ scent and we’ll get one blended and available for you to order!
Also new are Two new Flavors of Lip Balms – Strawberry and Herbal Mint! Both yummy! Do you like to make
Bath Fizzies? We now carry Citric Acid Crystals in bulk for you to experiment and have fun making and creating
bath time fun!
What’s COMING? We have a new Style Diffuser made specifically for small SMELLY places. These were designed
for use in Gym bags and Lockers – you know where really stinky clothes lurk. We had hoped to have them ready
before we left on vacation but they will be available in June. Also in June we will be introducing our New Bar
Soaps.
So, remember place your orders soon and we’ll get them shipped out to you Before we leave on vacation. BUT if
you place it after May 19th realize it won’t be shipped until we get back from vacation.
As always, if you have suggestions, questions or comments please feel free to send us an e-mail to
bhhinfo@birchhillhappenings.com and we will get back to you as soon as possible.
Yours in Aromatherapy,
Penny & Al

Be sure to visit us on line at

http://birchhillhappenings.com/aroma1.htm

for all your Essential oils and Aromatherapy Supplies needs.
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